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“ALUMNI MEET 2020” 

(75th Foundation Day) 
“Heerak Jayanti Mahotsava” 

Shri Gulabkunverba Ayurved Mahavidyalaya 
Gujarat Ayurved University, Jamnagar. 

(Accredited “A" grade by NAAC CGPA – 3.28) 
 

The sapling of Shri Gulabkunverba Ayurved Mahavidyalaya(SGAM) was sown by Her Highness Shri Gulabkunverba of 

Navanagar state. After passing through some peaks & valleys, now it is going to develop a deciduous tree as an 

Institute of National Importance (INI), under the AYUSH Ministry. In the journey of these 75 years many has became 

scented flowers which were sprinkled on the floor of our institute, those are our ALUMNI. Among many scented 

flowers some have grown as a shining star in the sky, many are on the journey of success and the progression of 

luminary lineage is continued. 

We are pleased to announce that SGAM is celebrating HEERAK JAYANTI Mahotsav of their 75th foundation 

day on 1st July 2020. We feel great pleasure to inform & welcome you on this occasion for “ALUMNI MEET 2020” 

organized by the institute.  

ALUMNI MEET is an occasion where even every teacher desires to celebrate like a student, and all 

professionals want to reminisce old time, sketch themselves as a students. But we all are passing from present 

circumstances of COVID 19 pandemic where we are physically somewhere between locked to unlocked, but we don’t 

want to lock our feelings, desires and love for our mother institute. We certainly don’t want to miss the chance to 

celebrate this opportunity and this occasion. Thus...to reunite and cherish all the joys and wonderful memories spent 

together, SGAM has intended to celebrate this ALUMNI MEET virtually. This uniquely designed super joyous ALUMNI 

MEET will be definitely a great way to revive friendships and recollect a lot of memories with fun and enjoyment.  

Friends, it is a time to share the experiences of our wonderful journey. Our mother institute is giving this 

opportunity to all of us on the occasion of her 75th birthday the "Heerak Jayanti Mahotsav”. 

Let us all come together and share our journey... 

Grab the opportunity and relive the student life once again...... 

Get ready... ☺ and register yourself for alumni meet through link provided below.  

SCHEDULE OF ALUMNI MEET 
The Alumni Meet will be celebrated on 3rd July 2020 in two sessions as per following schedule. 

1st session (Experience sharing by ALUMNI)  
Time: 10:00 am onwards 

2nd session (Cultural Program by ALUMNI) 
Time: 04:00 pm onwards 

❖ 1st session: This session will be of experience/feelings sharing. We request you to send recorded video of your 

unique experiences being a part of SGAM family. Content of sharing of experience may include your heartfelt 

feelings such as: 

✓ Contribution of Ayurveda education in your life. 

✓ Joyful journey of College era. 
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✓ Pleasant moments of college. 

✓ Success story etc. 

❖ 2nd session: To entertain and enjoy the meet, cultural programme is planned in the second session, which will 

identify and explore your inner skills still pristine. You can perform on any cultural events mentioned below.  

CULTURAL EVENTS WITH TIME LIMIT: 

👉 Singing (up to 5 min.) 

👉Instrumental music (up to 5 min.) 

👉 Dance (up to 7 min.) 

👉Mono act (up to 7 min.) 

👉Skit (up to 7 min.) 

👉Story telling(up to 3 min.) 

👉Mime(up to 7 min.) 

👉Mimicry (up to 7 min.) 

👉Parody(up to 7 min.) 

👉 Poetry recitation (up to 2 min.) 

👉 Other cultural items 

Note: 

❖ The entire event will be virtual and pre recorded.  

❖ You are requested to submit the recorded video on the given whatsapp/ telegram nos........ 

 9924233409- Dr Varsha R Solanki, 9662505885 – Dr Nisha V Parmar, 8866586601- Dr Dhaumya B Adhikari, 

latest by 20th June 2020. For any further details please contact on the same numbers. 

❖ The video should be in full HD (1080p), in MP4 format and in landscape mode so it can be projected properly. 

❖ Time limit of each cultural event as described above should be followed. 

❖ The video which contains any disputed/controversial/copyrighted/ unauthorised content, dialogue, visuals, 

music shall not be projected. 

❖ Also to relive the Nostalgia, you are requested to send a group photograph of your college days memories along 

with class details on above mentioned numbers.  

 

 

 

 

“Anticipating positive and enthusiastic response from you”            

REGISTER YOUSELF IN ALUMNI MEET THROUGH THIS  LINK---

--------------------- 


